The design of the trapezoid shown here is typical of Tramaco products. The manufacturer of this design is authorized to make any changes to the design and/or construction of the depicted recommendations of wall and door manifestations, as applicable, with respect to proper attachment of the attached product. Installation procedures, including recessing, shall consult and follow the notes for proper installation procedures and/or performance. Building owners and installers should consult and follow the notes for proper installation procedures and/or performance.

For typical application details refer to conceptual drawing 0720.

TR-15191S Molded Corner

TR-15191S 40 Diameter Dense Translucent Silicone

TR-13806S 40 Diameter Dense Translucent Silicone

TR-15265 Extended Aluminum Adaptor

TR-400 Tape 1/4" X 1/2" Pre-Applied

TR-401 Tape 1/4" X 1/2" Pre-Applied

TR-404 Tape 1/4" X 1/2" Pre-Applied